2020 – 2021
Annual Report

Focus and Resilience
In a year that tested all of our resolve, Feeding Tomorrow, the foundation of IFT, demonstrated focus and resilience. We were focused on keeping our three strategic promises—Motivate, Support, and Leverage. And through the great challenges we faced, our accomplishments proved far greater.

Motivate. Educators are key to motivating young minds to study the science of food. Feeding Tomorrow connected teachers and students with food science professionals through two partnerships. With the Chicagoland Food Science Foundation and FONA International, we presented a virtual event that offered teaching resources, experiments, and information about exciting career opportunities for students. Through the Nepris’ “You Give We Give” program, IFT and Feeding Tomorrow encouraged food science professionals to lead teacher-requested sessions, and in return, Nepris awarded Feeding Tomorrow a $2,500 donation.

Support. Maintaining unyielding support for our vital talent pipeline is critical to our mission. This year, we awarded the inaugural Dr. Elwood F. Caldwell Graduate Fellowship to Jonathan Sogin, a doctoral candidate at Cornell University. The fellowship is a result of a more than $1 million endowment from the late Elwood Caldwell, PhD, a longtime IFT member. We also awarded 42 academic scholarships totaling $84,500 in the last year and again partnered with IFT sections, divisions, and sponsors to fund student registrations for FIRST, IFT’s reimagined virtual annual event. These efforts move us closer to our vision of building a community, within and beyond IFT, that provides a culture of support for the next generation of professionals in the science of food.

Leverage. Our global community has been impacted greatly due to the pandemic, making our Volunteer Globally program, which leverages the collective knowledge of our community to pursue food and nutrition solutions for those in need, more important than ever. Since its inception, we have offered 141 on-site and virtual volunteer opportunities in countries around the globe. Volunteers report gaining as much, if not more, from their volunteer experiences than the partners who receive their guidance and expertise.

The work we do wouldn’t be possible without the generous support of our community of donors and friends and fundraisers like our Virtual Fun Run + Fitness, which helped push our endowment above $10 million for the first time.

Our work continues from this strong position. We remain committed to breaking down barriers to access to education and science, especially for those who have been impacted the most by food inequity. Integrating this commitment across our work and advancing equity in every aspect of our programming will have a profound impact on the profession for years to come.

Thank you for helping us make a difference in food science.

Chair, 2020-2021
Justin Shimek, PhD
Feeding Tomorrow is the official foundation of the Institute Food Technologists. Each day, we work to raise awareness of the science of food as a desirable career path. By attracting, retaining, and celebrating the most creative and innovative minds of the profession, we will ensure the world has the ability to feed a growing and diverse population.

Through our strategic promises...

*We motivate.*
*We support.*
*We leverage.*
Partnerships propel our efforts to motivate curious and innovative young minds to consider careers in food science. This year, Feeding Tomorrow partnered with Nepris, a virtual platform that connects educators and learners with a network of industry professionals from various fields, creating an environment for real-world relevance and career exposure to all students.

In honor of National Volunteer Month, our volunteers reached some of the more than 500,000 students who have connected with Nepris, many of whom come from economically disadvantaged rural and urban communities—the same communities Feeding Tomorrow is committed to reaching. As part of the “You Give, We Give” campaign, Feeding Tomorrow received a generous donation from Nepris.

Motivate

75+ resources and experiments on Learn About Food Science web pages

264 views of Feeding Tomorrow’s Ice Cream Journey, a virtual reality teaching resource

4,565 educators received Careers in Food Science materials and engaged with Feeding Tomorrow at the National Science Teaching Association

645 educators and students reached through our Nepris virtual classroom visits and presentations

180,400 individuals reached through our food science career path videos and social media posts

25,697 students impacted through the 2021 virtual Educator Program

112 educators, teachers, and counselors participated in virtual 2021 Educator Program
Feeding Tomorrow selected Jonathan Sogin, a doctoral candidate at Cornell University, as the inaugural recipient of the Elwood Caldwell Graduate Fellowship. The fellowship is the result of a $1 million bequest from the late longtime IFT member Elwood Caldwell, Ph.D., and supports students enrolled in a master’s or doctoral program in the science of food whose research addresses the demands of the global food system.

Sogin hopes to discover novel antibacterial compounds that reduce spoilage and disease, critical prerequisites to feeding a growing global population. “This fellowship aids my professional development by highlighting the importance of the research I conduct, validating me as a young researcher and spurring connections with other researchers and academics alike,” he says.

Caldwell’s transformative gift is the culmination of decades of distinguished service to the food science industry. He was a member of both the Chicago and Minnesota sections of IFT and the first member to receive the Chicago Section’s Chairman’s Service Award.

As a Minnesota native, Sogin says, “I feel personally connected to Dr. Caldwell’s legacy and hope to emulate his ingenuity, devotion to academic development, and service to the community as a fellow and in the future.”
One of Feeding Tomorrow’s Volunteer Globally program partners is ACDI/VOCA, a global development design and delivery partner, who offers IFT members a rewarding opportunity to volunteer to help solve critical challenges in high-need communities around the globe. Through its Farmer to Farmer program, ACDI/VOCA paired IFT members with agribusiness development assignments in Tajikistan and the Republic of Georgia.

“The volunteers’ strong background in food technology helped diversify recipes and improve the quality of food products for the women’s groups we support,” says Diana Shipman, director of volunteer programs at ACDI/VOCA. “Through the training and guidance provided by the volunteers, the women’s groups have expanded their product lines and strengthened their competitiveness in local and regional markets.”

This program gave volunteers a chance to gain professional expertise and make a positive impact for small businesses. Shipman says the organization is looking forward to a continued partnership with Feeding Tomorrow.
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Feeding Tomorrow Financial Summary

Excludes In Kind contribution from IFT to support Foundation administrative costs including personnel, utilities, officers & directors insurance, and related expenses

Total Revenue

- Individual: 73%
- Corporate: 24%
- Foundations: 3%
- IFT Sections/Other: 1%

$179,521

Total Expenses

- Endowed Scholarships: 34%
- Legal, Audit, Management: 32%
- General and Administration: 25%
- Program Development: 6%
- Endowed Achievement Awards: 3%

$381,959

Investment Revenue: $995,127

Increase to Net Assets: $792,689

Total Net Assets: $10,364,200

*All financial amounts are pre-audit